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Purpose: In this commentary we describe our experience developing a “gentle cesarean” program at a community hospital housing a family medicine residency program. The gentle cesarean technique has been popularized in recent obstetrics literature as a viable option to enhance the experience and outcomes of women and families undergoing cesarean delivery.

Methods: Skin-to-skin placement of the infant in the operating room with no separation of mother and infant, reduction of extraneous noise, and initiation of breastfeeding in the operating room distinguish this technique from traditional cesarean delivery. Collaboration among family physicians, obstetricians, midwives, pediatricians, neonatologists, anesthesiologists, nurses, and operating room personnel facilitated the provision of gentle cesarean delivery to families requiring an operative birth.

Results: Among 144 gentle cesarean births performed from 2009 to 2012, complication rates were similar to or lower than those for traditional cesarean births. Gentle cesarean delivery is now standard of care at our institution.

Conclusion: By sharing our experience, we hope to help other hospitals develop gentle cesarean programs. Family physicians should play an integral role in this process. (J Am Board Fam Med 2014; 27:690–693.)
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Despite research showing the importance of early mother–infant contact, cesarean delivery practices, including separation of the newborn from the mother, have not changed substantially over the past 30 years. A 1980 study of cesarean delivery comparing early mother–infant bonding with delayed contact showed improved self-assessment of mothering abilities and improved caretaking behavior (judged by blinded observers and sustained for several months) among dyads with early contact.1

Terms such as gentle cesarean or natural cesarean have been applied to a more patient- and family-centered approach to operative delivery. While gentle cesareans may comprise different techniques across institutions, a central feature is immediately placing the newborn skin-to-skin on the mother’s chest and avoiding separation during or immediately after the cesarean. Early skin-to-skin contact has numerous documented benefits in the context of vaginal birth, including improved maternal perception of the birth experience2,3 and maternal–infant bonding,4 stability of the infant’s temperature4–6, and initiation and duration of breastfeeding.7–9 With expertise in maternity and newborn care, surgical practices, and evidence-based medicine, family physicians are uniquely positioned to champion early mother–infant skin-to-skin contact, or gentle cesarean. In this commentary we describe our experiences over the past 5 years with developing and implementing a gentle cesarean program at a community hospital setting that houses a family medicine residency training program. Although these techniques have not yet been formally evaluated in the context of...
empirical trial, our experiences to date suggest this approach may be promising and warrants further examination.

**Program Description**

To our knowledge, the gentle cesarean program founded at our hospital in 2009 is the first in the United States to implement this technique as the standard of care. Memorial Hospital of Rhode Island, a community hospital affiliated with Brown University, provides care to an urban underserved community and sponsors a family medicine residency. Approximately 500 births occur annually and are attended by family physicians, obstetricians, and midwives. Several family physicians have privileges for cesarean delivery. Patients experiencing preterm labor before 34 weeks’ gestation are transferred to a local tertiary care center; however, transfer of other common obstetrical complications such as diabetes and hypertensive disorders is uncommon.

In 2009, a statewide advocacy group approached attending family physicians and obstetricians regarding strategies for improving family experiences of cesarean deliveries and promoting early skin-to-skin contact. Because the available data suggested only benefits and no known adverse outcomes from immediate skin-to-skin contact, we decided to redesign our cesarean delivery practices. A team of providers developed a written protocol for what we refer to as “gentle cesarean,” drawing on existing strategies for improving patient experiences of cesareans, as well as our team’s expertise regarding strategies likely to have the most impact in our setting. Stakeholders, including representatives from family medicine, pediatrics, obstetrics, anesthesia, and nursing, then met to discuss practical elements of implementation. In the early stages we conducted gentle cesarean only for scheduled surgical cases and included the following elements: (1) minimal extraneous conversation among caregivers in the operating room; (2) music of the parents’ choice playing, if desired; (3) delayed cord clamping for a minimum of 30 seconds after birth and stimulation of the infant (initial resuscitative measures) on the operating table before the cord is clamped and cut; (4) immediate placement of the infant skin-to-skin with the mother if both are clinically stable; (5) encouragement of early breastfeeding; and (6) avoidance of separation of mother and infant unless clinically indicated or desired by the mother.

Successful implementation of gentle cesarean required a systematic process of input and revision from relevant stakeholders. Initial concerns from the anesthesia department included positioning of the equipment, the support people (father, partner), and the infant to ensure appropriate access to continually and easily assess maternal stability and anesthesia needs. We were able to address these concerns through simulated delivery scenarios involving all team members.

Neonatal caregivers (nurses, family physicians, and pediatricians) were concerned about newborn hypothermia, given the typically cool ambient temperatures in the operating room for infection control. Although published literature allayed this concern, the team agreed to use frequent monitoring of maternal and infant temperature and preoperative and intraoperative maternal warming using equipment readily available in any operative suite (we use a “Baer hugger” warming device). In addition, representatives from all key departments agreed that the physician designated to receive the infant at the operating table would determine appropriateness for skin-to-skin placement based on his or her immediate clinical assessment of vigor. Vigorous infants are defined as those with a heart rate >100 bpm, normal tone, and normal respirations and are qualified for immediate skin-to-skin contact.

Because our model of gentle cesarean requires a dedicated neonatal provider to be present in the operating room at all times, nursing representatives pointed out the potential difficulty in obtaining needed supplies located outside the operative suite. We addressed this concern by creating a materials checklist for nurses so that the room would be properly equipped. In addition, we made it part of the gentle cesarean policy to have a resident physician and nurse in the operating room together for the remainder of the surgery after the birth. This ensured that the dyad would never be unattended if one staff member had to leave the operating suite for any reason.

After addressing stakeholder concerns, we held an orientation and training for all relevant members of the health care team; during this orientation, we described the rationale and potential benefits of gentle cesarean and addressed questions. Through an interactive demonstration, all team
members learned about the new procedures and the proposed changes in the operating room environment for gentle cesarean.

Our first case, piloted on a scheduled repeat cesarean birth in 2009, resulted in a healthy and uncomplicated delivery, as well as a high level of patient satisfaction. However, this case also brought to light some additional minor logistical issues. This first case helped us determine that the anesthesia equipment needed to be moved slightly to accommodate the mother’s support person(s) on her right side. This also allowed greater space for the physician’s continued assessment of the infant on the mother’s chest. This and other early cases also highlighted the importance of clinicians need to learn how to examine babies in a prone position. We also adjusted positions of intravenous poles and operating table armrests to make more physical space for staff and family members. To provide more space for the infant on the mother’s chest, the anesthesia personnel now move the vertical drape separating them from the operating field from the maternal chest level toward the abdomen after the baby is born. Furthermore, nurses opted to change the placement of intravenous catheters from the ante-cubital fossa to a more convenient place on the nondominant arm so that it would not be obstructed when holding an infant.

**Assessment**

Between 2009 and 2012, we performed 144 gentle cesareans. The majority (68%) of the cases were planned, and none were considered emergent. There were 18 cases of transient low infant temperature (<97.4° axillary) in the first hour of life; the majority occurred in the first 6 months of our program. In all cases, temperatures normalized with routine warming techniques for the infant, with no adverse consequences. After adding the perioperative warming blanket to maintain normal maternal temperature in the operating room before placing the infant skin to skin, no further instances occurred. In this case series we noted 11 cases of postoperative maternal fever, defined as a temperature >100.4. At 7.6%, this rate is slightly lower than that of traditional cesarean delivery at our institution in the prior 3 years (11.9%, or 15 of 126).

Over time, our process of gentle cesarean has continued to evolve. Doulas (nonmedical labor support personnel) may enter the operating room along with the mother’s birth partner. Although the first cases of gentle cesarean were for scheduled repeat cases, we implemented gentle cesarean in our nonscheduled or urgent cesareans starting in 2011, recognizing the potential for false-positive fetal monitoring and the probability of a healthy infant at birth, even in the case of a persistent category II fetal heart tracing. If newborns require suctioning for meconium at birth because they are not vigorous, we do this procedure at the warmer. If the infant becomes vigorous after suctioning and stimulation, we place then the infant skin-to-skin with the mother. The only scenario in which skin-to-skin is deemed impossible is the stat cesarean in which general anesthesia is required for the mother. This happens rarely, in <1% of deliveries. Immediate skin-to-skin contact after cesarean has become the standard of care at our hospital.

As community awareness of our institution’s approach to all cesarean deliveries has increased, patients who know during the prenatal period that they will require a cesarean delivery have transferred care to us to ensure the chance to have a gentle cesarean. In addition, women who have lower-risk pregnancies and are not expecting a cesarean delivery also are transferring care to us; they want to be sure that if a cesarean becomes necessary, their infant will get the chance to be with them immediately. Anecdotal feedback from patients has been very positive, reporting that, rather than experiencing an operation, patients and families were experiencing a birth.

It must be mentioned that a patient-centered approach to cesarean delivery should not be used to promote elective cesarean birth. We agree that vaginal birth is generally the safest mode of delivery, and each cesarean birth increases maternal risk during subsequent pregnancies. Yet when cesarean delivery is medically necessary, gentle cesarean may provide a positive birth experience for a family, rather than a surgery to be endured. Furthermore immediate skin-to-skin contact promotes early and successful breastfeeding, which may be adversely affected by cesarean birth compared with vaginal birth.

**Conclusions**

Given recommendations for exclusive breastfeeding for 6 months and initiation of breastfeeding within 60 minutes of life, family physicians...
should consider advocating for changing the standard practice of separating infants from mothers in US cesarean deliveries. Based on our 5 years of practical experience, we believe gentle cesarean birth is a promising technique that may promote early mother–child bonding and successful breastfeeding, along with its associated improved health outcomes. Because this was not an empirical study, future research should evaluate the extent to which gentle cesarean programs supports these important family health outcomes. Given their expertise in birth and newborn care, family physicians are uniquely poised to promote gentle cesarean.
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